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• Abstract (300 words):
On 19 January 1917 a huge explosion at Brunner Mund munitions factory, Silvertown, destroyed surrounding streets and killed seventy three people. A friction spark igniting molten trinitrotoluene (TNT) was the probable cause. The increased production of TNT to meet the Allied shell shortages in the First World War was dependent upon supplies of natural nitrate sodium, salitre, exploded from the surface Atacama Desert and mined by engancheros, gang labour from Chile, Bolivia and Peru. In the debris of the explosion and destruction of homes in East London was history of exploitation of another land and people. The 1917 Silvertown Explosion has been carefully documented by London historians. The significance of their work, which has asserted a heritage of industrial labour at the moment of its erasure through the processes of gentrification characteristic twenty-first
century financial capital, is addressed in this paper. It also adds another historical layer to Silvertown site absent from its current interpretation: that of extraction and export of mineral wealth from Chile, accumulating in profit in the City of London with corresponding losses in its peripheries, both near and far. The local historical landscape of this East London site was, and is, a site of the heritage of global capital. In the destruction and gentrification, the absences and erasure of industrial Silvertown, it becomes difficult to distinguish its tangible from intangible heritage.
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